Bertrand Russell was a prominent philosopher, mathematician, and political activist. It is less well known that Russell suffered from various psychological problems and developed his own method of dealing with them . Continuing a long philosophical tradition, Russell examined how faulty thinking may elicit painful emotions. Though seldom, if ever, mentioned among its harbingers, decades before the pioneers of cognitive therapy, Russell described the basic principles of this form of treatment. He also formulated promising therapyrelated hypotheses that are yet untested-as weill as making claims that seem plainly wrong. I discuss the relation between Russell's life, his thoughts on emotional problems, and how he came to attack his problems cognitively.
In several works, Russell also treated the problems of psychology. Several of the topics he discussed are still eagerly studied and debated (see Overskeid, 2002) . Russell also authored an interesting work on basic issues in psychology, The Analysis of Mind (B. Russell , 1921) . While clearly influenced by contemporary authors, indeed by both Watson's behaviorism and Freudian psychoanalysis, the book also contains Russell 's own original reasoning , which to some extent anticipates viewpoints found in today's cognitive psychology.
No doubt Russell was influenced by contemporary psychologists. He also reciprocated, however, and influenced the thinking of psychologistsnot least that of those belonging to the behaviorist camp. Very early in his career, B. F. Skinner read Russell and was inspired by his writings. Many years later, this influence could still be clearly seen. Indeed, after Skinner himself and Freud, Russell is the most-cited author in Skinner's magnum opus, Verbal Behavior (d. Morris & Schneider, 1986) .
Russell was the scion of a family that had influenced the history of England during several hundred years-his grandfather was Prime Minister under Queen Victoria. Yet the Russells were also plagued by psychological problems, including, in some family members, problems of a psychotic nature. Evidence indicates a higher frequency of psychological suffering in several groups of very high achievers and their relatives (Ludwig , 1995; Nettle, 2001) .
When Russell as a young man announced that he was going to be engaged, his family tried to thwart the marriage by pointing to the risk of hereditary madness. Russell later discussed the matter with physicians who said the risk had been exaggerated. Close to fifty years old he experienced something he had been longing for for many years; he became a father for the first time. His second wife gave birth to a son and heir. The boy was called John after Russell's father and grandfather, and he was to be the fourth Earl Russell. More importantly, Russell hoped, the contact between father and son would help him out of what one of his biographers (Monk, 1996) has termed the prison of the self-Russell's feeling of being a "ghost," without any real connection to other people.
His son John, for whom Russell had had such high hopes, did not live up to many of them. Yet when Russell died at he age of 98, John at last became the fourth earl, and took his seat in the House of Lords. John was never among its most active members. Still , in 1978, he made a speech telling the House (among other things) that Leonid Brezhnev and Jimmy Carter were actually one and the same person (J . Russell, 1978) .
John Russell suffered from schizophrenia. He married a woman whose happiness was also hampered by a serious psychological ailment. The couple had two daughters who spent most of their childhood with Bertrand Russell when they were not in boarding school, because their parents were unable to care for them. One of the girls, Sarah, received a diagnosis of schizophrenia not long before Russell'S death in 1970 , and has spent most of her life in an institution. The other, Lucy, demonstrated considerable intellectual skills as a girl, and made Russell happy by showing an interest in his philosophical work. Yet while she was still young, it became clear that Lucy, too, was a deeply troubled person. In her early twenties, she was hospitalized with schizophrenia. At the age of twenty-six, she ended her life by entering the churchyard of an English village, soaking her clothes in kerosene, and setting herself on fire (Monk, 2000) .
In his third marriage, Russell had another son , Conrad. Conrad Russell is a professor at the University of London , a leading British historian and an ideologist of the Liberal Democrat party. Conrad Russell is also among the few peers with an inherited title that were allowed to keep their seat in the House of Lords after the recent reform by the Blair government. When Conrad was a boy his parents' marriage was dissolved. From then on Russell had hardly any contact with Conrad, because the conflicts he had with Conrad's mothHr were so bitter that she forbade the boy all communication with his father.
As a young child, Russell experienced the death of his mother, then his sister, and after a time, his father. Subsequently Russell and his brother were taken care of by their grandparents. Soon after, however, their grandfather also died. Russell's older brother was considered difficult, so he was sent away to public (i.e., private) school. Russell himself was easier to handle. He later related that in his early youth he repeatedly considered suicide, but chose to live because doing mathematics gave meaning to his life.
After the death of his grandmother, Russell's only close relative was his older brother Francis, known as Frank. As a child Frank was already seen as unmanageable. At least with regard to sexual and economic relations, his later life, too, must be described as turbulent. In 1901 Frank was convicted of bigamy, and he later went bankrupt. Still Frank was politically active, and became the first peer to join the Labor party. Frank also supported his brother's pacifist activities during the first world war, and from 1929 to 1931 he was a member of the Labor government (see Barrette, 1997; B. Russell, 1968 B. Russell, /2000 .
These are pieces of Russell's history and personal background-the background of the man who in 1930 decided to write a handbook on how to conquer happiness.
According to one biographer (Odell, 2000) : Russell's personal circumstances upon sitl:ing down to write The Conquest of Happiness are the following: His second wife is pregnant with the child of another man. Russell, trying to save their marriage, feels an emotional strain "that introduced an intolerable tension into every moment of daily life" (cited by Monk, 2000, p. 114) . This is, in other words, a man who may have felt the need for a trick or two to keep his chin up.
The Philosophical Roots of Cognitive Therapy
Not much has been written on the philosophical predecessors of cognitive therapy and related methods of treatment. Still, when describing the history of ideas leading up to today's cognitive therapy, Beck and Weishaar (1989) emphasize the role of the ancient stoics, as well as aspects of Immanuel Kant's work. Ellis (1989) , who developed a kind of cognitive therapy known as "rational-emotive therapy," refers to additional thinkers. Like Beck and Weishaar, he, too, mentions Kant and the stoics. Ellis, however, also points to inspiration from sources as different as Lao-tse, the Buddha, the Bible, Epictetus, Thomas Aquinas, Schopenhauer, and Kierkegaard. In addition, Meichenbaum (1977) describes several 20th century psychotherapists whose attempts to change patients' maladaptive reasoning make them harbingers of cognitive therapy.
Other thinkers might well have been included. Several philosophers of historic importance spent considerable time and energy on questions related to troubling thoughts and emotions, and the possibility of achieving inner peace (see e.g., B. Russell, 1961) . When cognitive therapists systematically develop techniques designed to achieve the same goal (see e.g., Beck, Emery & Greenberg, 1985; Burns, 1999) , there is a clear line going more than two thousand years back in timeat least to the time of Epicurus (trans. 1993) . For Epicurus and the thinkers of his age the goals worth achieving for a person were joy and reflective peacefulness, and an important means was a critical analysis of thoughts and beliefs that could hinder the development of these states.
It is often said that modern philosophy begins with Descartes and Spinoza. These significant thinkers, too, were among those seeking to help people feel better by teaching them how to think better. For Spinoza, achieving this type of "therapy" through his writing may be said to have been a main aim (see Cottingham, 2000; Spinoza, 1677 Spinoza, /1994 . Still, forgetting or overlooking Russell when discussing the precursors of cognitive therapy is a greater sin of omission. He is closer to us in time than any other great philosopher, and more importantly: Clearer than any philosophical author, he saw and described what became the basis of cognitive therapy some thirty years later.
Why People Are Unhappy
People's unhappiness stems mainly from mistaken views of the world, mistaken ethics, or mistaken habits of life, says Russell in The Conquest of Happiness. Russell wanted to attack the questions of philosophy as if they were scientific problems, concluding in this process that many problems regarded as philosophical were really issues that could be investigated empirically (see e.g., B. Russell, 1958 ). Russell's basic message in The Conquest of Happiness is that personal problems can to a great extent be treated the way he would treat those of philosophy.
In important respects, Russell's analytic philosophy built on the groundwork laid by Descartes. It is reductionist and claims that all scientific explanation must be quantitative in nature. More importantly for our purposes, Russell believed that we can beist understand both the universe and ourselves through an approach related to what Descartes called his "Method of Doubt." This means breaking the complex down to its simplest parts and subjecting all assumptions to critical examination in order to attain true beliefs (cf. Odell, 2000) . This analytic method, thought Russell, could be as helpful in discovering the truth or falsity of basic personal beliefs that might elicit anxiety or depression as it could be in understanding the external world.
Where psychoanalysis teaches that the neurotic will feel better on achieving conscious knowledge as regards the dynamics of his or her subconscious, Russell argues that using conscious strategies, one needs to start controlling one's unconscious processes. He writes (B. Russell, 1930) :
There has been a great deal of study by psychologists of the operation of the unconscious upon the conscious, but much less of the operation of the conscious upon the unconscious. Yet the latter is of vast importance in the subject of mental hygiene, and must be understood if rational convictions are ever to operate in the realm of the unconscious. (pp. 58-59)
As we shall see, the idea of "automatic thou~lhts" follows closely from arguments of this kind. According to cognitive therapists (e.g., Beck et aI., 1985; Burns, 1999) , automatic thoughts are "cognitions" or mental pictures that co-exist with and often elicit states such as anxiety and depression.
In behavior analytic terms, automatic thoughts would be something like private events that may cause other private events that in their turn cause overt behavior labeled "anxiety" or "depression." Many behavior analysts may have problems accepting such a chain of events, but this has to do with the difficult discussion regarding the causal status of private events (e.g., Overskeid, 1994; Skinner, 1988; Stemmer, 1995) . Much of what happens during cognitive therapy can still be translated to a behavioral terminology (see e.g., Poppen, 1989) .
Among the types of automatic thoughts cognitive therapists believe to be causes of psychological problems are those exaggerating the negative, interpreting possible negative events as disasters, overgeneralizing from sad but isolated events, as well as ignoring what is positive.
Automatic thoughts correlated with anxiety, for example, normally focus on the future: "I'll get fired," "I will lose control and be humiliated," "I am going to die of a heart attack." According to cognitive therapists, people often have little or no awareness of thinking automatic thoughts. This, cognitive therapists believe, is an important reason why anxiety or sadness may be experienced as appearing out of the blue, without the patient being able to identify a cause.
Today's cognitive therapy comprises a diverse set of elements (see McMullin, 2000) . Still, identifying automatic thoughts and replacing them with more rational beliefs and assumptions remains central. Cognitive therapists argue that they have demonstrated how this allows many common emotional problems to be effectively treated, and research indicates that cognitive therapy may indeed be more effective than other types of psychological treatment (e.g., Chambless & Ollendick, 2000) .
Typically, automatic assumptions are questioned by teaching the patient to identify them, and then attempt to replace such assumptions with conscious thoughts and beliefs having firmer factual support. This can be successfully done, but requires substantial effort, as automatic thoughts and assumptions have often been repeated day in and day out for years, and are normally occasioned by numerous stimuli. Russell, too (1930, p. 58) , discusses this process, and he is absolutely clear in concluding that "a conscious thought can be planted in the unconscious if a sufficient amount of vigour and intensity is put into it."
One technique often used by cognitive therapists to plant anxietyreducing conscious thoughts among automatic, unconscious ideas is training patients to ask themselves: "So what? What if the thing I fear the most actually did happen. Would it be possible to live with that, after all?" As Burns (1999, p. 288) writes, "If you decide you could live with these unlikely consequences, then you're free." Russell, though, realized this some seventy years ago (1930):
When some misfortune threatens , consider seriously and deliberately what is the very worst that could possibly happen. Having looked this possible misfortune in the face, give yourself sound reasons for thinking that after all it would be no such very terrible disaster. Such reasons always exist, since at the worst nothing that happens to oneself has any cosmic importance. When you have looked for some time steadily at the worst possibility and have said to yourself with real conviction, "Well, after all , that would not matter so very mUCh", you will find that your worry diminishes to a quite extraordinary extent. It may be necessary to repeat the process a few times, but in the end, if you have shirked nothing in facing the worst possible issue, you will find that your worry disappears altogether, and is replaced by a kind of exhilaration . (p.59)
Feelings of guilt are a problem all too many people struggle with. To deal with this, again, cognitive therapists are likely to try to identify automatic thoughts that may occasion the problematic feelings. After the thoughts have been identified, they can be attacked using questions meant to expose their irrationality. An important aim of cognitive therapy is teaching patients to do this themselves. If the foolishness of such thoughts can been demonstrated clearly, they tend to lose their power to elicit uncomfortable emotions (see e.g. , Burns, 1999) . This, too, Russell (1930) understood.
Whenever you begin to feel remorse for an act which your reason tells you is not wicked , examine the causes . .. , and convince yourself in detail of their absurdity. Let your conscious beliefs be so vivid and emphatic that they make an impression on your unconscious . . . Look into the irrationality closely, with a determination not to respect it, and not to let it dominate you. Whenever it thrusts foolish thoughts or feelings into your consciousness, pull them up by the roots, examine them, and reject them . Cognitive therapists speak of "basic beliefs" (e.g., Beck et aL, 1985, p. 288) , fundamental assumptions often presumed to have formed during childhood. Basic beliefs, cognitive therapists assume, can be at the root of whole systems of ideas and convictions. If these are maladaptive (e.g. , "if I am not perfect I will be punished," "I must always do all that people in authority tell me to"), they can lead to anxiety or depression.
The notion that thoughts and events of childhood can permanently affect a person is not new, it was around long before Freud (Kagan , 1996) . Russell also shares this presumption. Again discussing feelings of guilt, Russell (1930, p. 81) , the lifelong Victorian freethinker, argues that guilt often results from prejudice instilled by mothers under the heel of the Church: "Our nominal morality has been formulated by priests and mentally enslaved women. It is time that men . . . learned to rebel against this sickly nonsense."
Russell wrote his how-to book on well-being at a time when the advice of psychologists and psychiatrists was mostly based on Freud's psychoanalysis or Watson's behaviorism. Thus it is interesting to see Russell argue that basic assumptions stemming from childhood can be cognitively modified through rational arguments, not through the Freudian's interpretations of libido gone awry, nor through the classical conditioning of the early behaviorists. Russell writes (1930): if the rebellion is to be successful . .. it is necessary that [the patient] should think and feel deeply about what his reason tells him. Most men, when they have thrown off superficially the superstitions of their childhood , think that there is no more to be done. They do not realise that these superstitions are still lurking underground. When a rational conviction has been arrived at, it is necessary to dwell upon it, to follow out its consequences, to search out in oneself whatever beliefs inconsistent with the new conviction might otherwise survive. (p.B1)
A Sense of Proportion
Cognitive therapy has a clear strength in its tradition of emphasizing well-documented empirical knowledge regarding the effect of interventions. Still, this branch of applied psychology, like others, has less to show for itself in the area of prevention. Things are of course easier for Russell , the philosopher and here also a popularizer, who need not worry too much about empirical findings. Thus in The Conquest of Happiness, he allows himself sweeping statements based on reflection and introspection alone: "This is how things are" and "this is how things should be." (Though in the preface he does state that "all that I claim for the recipes offered .. . is that they are such as are confirmed by my own experience and observation.") Still, as we have seen, many of Russell's intuitions fit remarkably well with the empirically more well-founded insights of cognitive therapists. When Russell moves on to the prevention of unhappiness, it is more difficult to follow him, however, simply because few, if any, of his claims have been tested. We have nevertheless seen Russell forestall essential elements of a very successful way of thinking about psychological problems and psychological health. Hence it may be worth our while to take a quick look at his doctrine in the area of prevention, too.
Among the important ingredients in the recipe are Russell's thoughts on certain basic attitudes to life that in his opinion will help prevent psychological suffering. These ways of thinking were described by Spinoza (1677 Spinoza ( /1994 , and, says Russell (1930, p. 174) , "what I wish to convey differs little from what he has said." In his History of Western Philosophy (1961, p. 556) Russell stresses that in his view, "Spinoza's outlook is intended to liberate men from the tyranny of fear."
What is it, then, that Russell has to say about the subject in his role as Spinozist? Using different words, both he and Spinoza try to impress on their readers what Russell (1930, p. 172) calls "a sense of proportion," which is, he claims "at times very consoling." "We are inclined," he says, "to get ... unduly strained . .. with the importance of the little corner of the world in which we live, and of the little moment of time between our birth and death." Russell goes on to claim that "there is no better prophylactic than a large conception of the life of man and his place in the universe." When the brass tacks are down, this has to do with resignation, says Russell. But, he (1930) continues, resignation is of two sorts, one rooted in despair, the other in unconquerable hope ... Hope which is to be unconquerable must be large and impersonal. Whatever my personal activities, I may be defeated by death, or by ... diseases; I may be overcome by my enemies . . . the failure of purely personal hopes may be unavoidable, but if personal aims have been a part of larger hopes for humanity, there is not the same utter defeat when failure comes . . . The cases we have been considering are those in which resignation is most difficult; there are a number of others in which it is much easier. These are the cases in which only subsidiary purposes suffer a check ... The same kind of concentration upon large impersonal hopes which enables a man to bear personal failure in his work, or the troubles of an unhappy marriage, will also make it possible for him to be patient when he misses a train or drops his umbrella in the mud . If he is of a fretful disposition, I am not sure that anything less than this will cure him . (pp. 181 -183) What Russell offers in this regard are just ideas. They may be wrong, but they are scientific in the sense that they are clearly testable. For what it's worth, the present author feels such a way of thinking has come in useful when things have been a bit difficult. Perhaps other people may, too. Furthermore, it is Russell's opinion more generally that an unexamined personal life may not only be worth living, indeed, it may be a good life. He relates that he himself had used to be depressed, even suicidal, but that in the time he is writing , he enjoys life. Very largely, he asserts (1930, p. 14) , this "is due to a diminishing preoccupation with myself ... I had the habit of meditating on my sins ... and shortcomings. Gradually I learned to be indifferent to myself and my deficiencies; I came to centre my attention increasingly on external objects." Latter-day research lends some support to Russell's belief: Highly self-preoccupied people do indeed seem more vulnerable to depression (Sakamoto, Tomoda, Iwata, Aihara, & Kitamura, 1999) .
But Peace I Did Not Find
Is Bertrand Russell really the original prophet of cognitive therapy, then, the man who knew it all so many years before pioneers like Ellis and Beck? The answer, in my view, is "no." We have seen that historically, there is a long, though not unbroken, line of authors recognizing that false convictions may lead to anxiety and unhappiness, as well as suggesting therapy by instituting true beliefs. Furthermore, among the psychotherapists preceding both Russell's therapeutic writings and the birth of modern cognitive therapy, some like Dubois (1905) also touched on several central points later developed and tested by Ellis, Beck, and others. Still, some of the things he writes in The Conquest of Happiness make Russell noteworthy. Though unpretentious and not very long, the book anticipates important parts of cognitive therapy's basic stuff, both as regards fundamental assumptions and self-help recommendations. In addition, the book contains potentially valuable elements that are as yet untested, such as Russell's Spinozistic-therapeutic speculations.
Should The Conquest of Happiness be called a masterpiece then? Again, I am afraid this may be too strong a word. For instance, Russell rather uncritically subscribes to the point of view that there is such a thing as a subconscious that will, if we let it, help us solve complex problems and make good decisions. The nature of the subconscious is to rest, it appears, when the conscious mind is busy, and only be willing to work when a person's consciousness takes time off. This it does when the person sleeps or engages in pastime activities. Then, however, the unconscious can be of great help, as "subconscious thought matures its gradual wisdom" (B. Russell, 1930, p. 170) .
There are of course anecdotes supporting Russell's contention, the most well-known being the stories told by August Kekule von Stradonitz, who while dozing on a London bus dreamt up the basis of the theory of structure in chemistry, and who later took a fireside nap in Belgium, seeing the structure of the benzene molecule in a reverie (see Gratzer, 2002) . Still there is little evidence to indicate the existence of a particularly wise and benevolent subconscious. Instead, it seems that while problem solving of any complexity is consciously governed, many aspects of this and other cognitive processes are unavailable to conscious inspection. In the scientific literature, there is little support for the kind of incubation process Russell alludes to (ct. Blagrove, 1992; Butler & Thomas, 1999; Kaufmann , 1991) . This is not the only one of Russell 's contentions in The Conquest of Happiness that seems less than prophetic. He also claims, for instance, without any reference to research, that "to be unable to inspire sex love ... is almost sure sooner or later to ... produce introversion" (1930, p. 139) . Recent research in personality gives little credence to this assertion (see Pervin & John, 1999) .
It seems clear, in other words, that Russell did not get it all right. Still, combining a difficult life and a first-rate brain, he continued the long philosophical tradition of contemplating the contribution of fallacious thinking to painful feelings and seeing important points clearer than any of his predecessors. The following statement sums up his approach (B. Russell , 1930 ):
I do not suggest that a man should set apart, say, an hour a day for self-examination. This is to my mind by no means the best method, since it increases self-absorption , which is part of the disease to be cured, for a harmonious personality is directed outward. What I suggest is that a man should make up his mind with emphasis as to what he rationally believes , and should never allow contrary irrational beliefs to pass unchallenged or obtain a hold over him . (p.83) It seems natural to assume that Russell felt his emotion-controlling thinking techniques were working, or he would presumably have stopped employing them. Still, in spite of his insights, he was a less than perfect therapist treating himself, a difficult patient. He probably succeeded in making his life easier to bear, but his ultimate goal may seem to have eluded him. 1 Below is an excerpt from a poem serving as an introduction to his autobiography (Russell 1967 (Russell /2000 
):
Through the long years I sought peace, I found ecstasy, I found anguish, I found madness, I found loneliness, I found the solitary pain that gnaws the heart, But peace I did not find .
1 At least, that is, until his fourth and very happy marriage, at the age of eighty.
